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		The #1 jobs and auditions platform for Actors in the UK

		Join Now For FREE
		Sign up today for FREE. Apply to the latest acting jobs and auditions across the UK.

		Looking for talent?
		Post a job for FREE
	

		
	
		Why join us?


		Mandy Actors, formerly Casting Call Pro, is a the leading acting auditions platform in the UK. Find and apply for acting jobs, create your own portfolio; showcase your skills and get noticed!


		
			
				For Actors

	Apply for acting jobs from top employers across the British entertainment industry
	Receive tailored acting job alerts
	Create a FREE website - hosting included!
	Network with your peers using our Forum and Noticeboard
	Get the latest acting advice and tips


				Join Now For FREE
				learn more...
			

			
				For Employers

	Post acting jobs for FREE
	Use our search engine to find perfect actors
	Add images and media to your Job Posts to attract the best actors
	Schedule auditions, interviews and create shortlists
	Reach the best talent worldwide - request video auditions!


				Post a job for FREE
				learn more...
			
		


		

	


		
	
		Join the 310,280 Actors already on the Mandy Network

					Why not meet some of our actors? Check out their profiles to see what we are offering our members! Having a profile on Mandy is a great way for employers to find you for your next acting job.
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					Dana Blacklake, Actor

					I'm a hardworking London based actress, with Eurasian origins. 
I have been acting on stage and in front of cameras in commercials, short films, feature films and television. I speak 6 different languages, can do many different accents and transform myself into any kind of role. Passionate about new challenges and experiences with acting.
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					Alistair Scott, Actor

					Alistair is a mature actor with wide ranging theatre experience, from classics to farce, and varied screen experience. A big tall man he has strong vocal and stage presence, often cast in high-status roles. Amusingly, for many years before moving into full time acting he was a managing director at one of the world's biggest financial institutions, advising governments and companies around the...
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					Nicola Fishwick, Actor

					I am a happy and passionate individual who has had a thirst for acting since a young age. At age 9 my parents told me it was a phase and that I would grow out of it but as the years went by it became obvious to me that this was not something I was going to grow out of or get over. In my late teens I started finding myself independent acting jobs and walk on rolls and got myself small parts in a...
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					Adam Barnett, Actor

					Hello
I have found acting later in life but am absolutely loving the experience. Very keen to get involved in projects, bringing lots of creativity and positive energy, and also furthering my ongoing acting experiences. 
I am Edinburgh based but happy to travel if my credentials fit what you might be looking for. 
I look forward to hearing from you and making a start on some fabulous creative...

				
			



		Join Now For FREE
	


		
	
		Find the Acting Roles that are Right For You

		We let you find acting jobs to suit your acting specialism! We list actor jobs in the UK of the following types:

			Commercial
	Computer Game
	Corporate Role Play
	Cruise Ship
	Documentary
	Film
	Music Video
	Musical Theatre
	Online
	Presenter
	Radio
	Rehearsed Reading
	Role Play
	Drama
	Stage
	Screen
	Web Series
	Devised Theatre


		Join Now For FREE
	


	




    	
	
	
	


    Our Network

		Actors
	Film & TV Production
	Theatre Professionals
	Voiceover Artists
	Singers
	Dancers
	Music Professionals
	Talent
	Entertainers


    Company

    	About us
	Work With Us
	Partners
	Privacy Policy
	T&C’s
	Contact Us
	Testimonials
	Help
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